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A masterwork of W. G. Sebald, now with a gorgeous new
cover by the famed designer Peter Mendelsund The four
long narratives in The Emigrants appear at first to be the
straightforward biographies of four Germans in exile.
Sebald reconstructs the lives of a painter, a doctor, an
elementary-school teacher, and Great Uncle Ambrose.
Following (literally) in their footsteps, the narrator
retraces routes of exile which lead from Lithuania to
London, from Munich to Manchester, from the South
German provinces to Switzerland, France, New York,
Constantinople, and Jerusalem. Along with memories,
documents, and diaries of the Holocaust, he collects
photographs—the enigmatic snapshots which stud The
Emigrants and bring to mind family photo albums.
Sebald combines precise documentary with fictional
motifs, and as he puts the question to realism, the four
stories merge into one unfathomable requiem.
????????????????,?????????????.????????,20????????
??·???????????????????,?????????????????????.?????
??????????????????-????,???????,???????????,???????
?.?????????,??????????????,???????,???????.
"The book is like a dream you want to last forever"
(Roberta Silman, The New York Times Book Review),
now with a gorgeous new cover by the famed designer
Peter Mendelsund The Rings of Saturn—with its curious
archive of photographs—records a walking tour of the
eastern coast of England. A few of the things which
cross the path and mind of its narrator (who both is and
is not Sebald) are lonely eccentrics, Sir Thomas
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Browne’s skull, a matchstick model of the Temple of
Jerusalem, recession-hit seaside towns, wooded hills,
Joseph Conrad, Rembrandt’s "Anatomy Lesson," the
natural history of the herring, the massive bombings of
WWII, the dowager Empress Tzu Hsi, and the silk
industry in Norwich. W.G. Sebald’s The Emigrants (New
Directions, 1996) was hailed by Susan Sontag as an
"astonishing masterpiece perfect while being unlike any
book one has ever read." It was "one of the great books
of the last few years," noted Michael Ondaatje, who now
acclaims The Rings of Saturn "an even more inventive
work than its predecessor, The Emigrants."
From the author of the critically-acclaimed Austerlitz and
Across the Land and Water comes A Place in the
Country, the much anticipated translation of one of W.G.
Sebald's most brilliant works. When W. G. Sebald, the
prize-winning author of Austerlitz, travelled to
Manchester in 1966, he packed in his bags certain
literary favourites which would remain central to him
throughout the rest of his life and during the years when
he was settled in England. In A Place in the Country, he
reflects on six of the figures who shaped him as a person
and as a writer, from Jean-Jacques Rousseau to Jan
Peter Tripp. Fusing biography and essay, and finding, as
ever, inspiration in place - as when he journeys to the Ile
St. Pierre, the tiny, lonely Swiss island where JeanJacques Rousseau found solace and inspiration - Sebald
lovingly brings his subjects to life in his distinctive,
inimitable voice. A Place in the Country is a window into
the mind of this much loved and much missed writer.
Praise for W.G. Sebald: 'A new kind of writing, combining
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fiction, memoir, travelogue, philosophy and much else
besides . . . greatness in literature is still possible' John
Banville, Irish Times 'When you read Sebald you are
transported to another realm. Reading him is a truly
sublime experience' Literary Review 'Is literary greatness
still possible? One of the few answers available to
English-Language readers is the work of W.G. Sebald'
Susan Sontag W.G. Sebald was born in Wertach im
Allgau, Germany in 1944. He studied German language
and literature in Freiburg, Switzerland and Manchester.
In 1966 he took up a position as an assistant lecturer at
the University of Manchester, and settled permanently in
England in 1970. He was Professor of European
Literature at the University of East Anglia, and the author
of Austerlitz; The Emmigrants, which won a series of
major awards, including the Berlin Literature Prize, the
Heinrich Boll Prize, the Heinrich Heine Prize and the
Joseph Breitbach Prize.
Examines the lure of mountains in German literature,
philosophy, film, music, and culture from the Middle Ages
to the twenty-first century.
??????????,?????,???????????????????????????????:?
???????,???????????????????,?????,???????????......
This book proposes that a distinct strain of literary
modernism emerged in Europe in response to historical
catastrophe.
These days one can hardly say anything about art
without confronting the freighted status of the
photograph. Many critics have written about the idea of
photography by other means or art after photography.
And many famous artistsamong them Gerhard Richter,
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Gillian Wearing and Thomas Struth--have stretched the
idea of the truth-value of the photograph by claiming to
make actual photographs in other materials, such as
paint or video. Saltzman is interested in how
photography has functioned to secure identity in the
modern period and the implications of that history for us
today. While Saltzman s purpose is to look at
contemporary adaptations of photography, the story she
tells begins even earlier than the invention of the
photograph. It starts with the story of Martin Guerre (nee
Daguerre) and the idea of what the image may have held
as a guarantor of identity in the early modern period. In
this way Saltzman establishes a broad, deep historical
frame before delving into the art of the present. Each
chapter covers a different medium ranging from video,
graphic novels, and literature to film. Along the way, she
takes on figures of unstable identity fugitive subjects to
wit, the mysterious Martin Guerre, Blade Runners,
replicants, Henriette Barthes, and W.G. Sebald s
characters. She also confronts a range of contemporary
critics, artists, and knotty debates about veracity,
uncertainty and identity that began to circulate in the
nineteenth century with the invention of photography."
This book argues that increasingly transnational reading
contexts of the twenty-first century place new pressures
on fundamental questions about how we read literary
fiction. Prompted by the stylistic strategies of three
European émigré writers of the twentieth century —
Conrad, Weiss and Sebald — it demonstrates the need to
pose more differentiated questions about specific effects
that occur when literary narratives meet a readership
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with a heterogeneous historical imaginary. In
conversation with reception theory, trauma theory and
transnational and postcolonial studies, the study shows
how historical pressures in the twentieth and twenty-first
centuries require comparative literature to address not
only implied but also various unimplied reading positions
that engage history in displaced yet material ways. This
book opens new analytical paths for thinking about
literary texts as media of historical imagination and
conceiving relations between incommensurable historical
events and contexts. Challenging overly global and
overly local readings alike, the book presents a
sophisticated contribution to discussions on how to
reform the discipline of comparative literature in the
twenty-first century.
???????????,?!?????????????,???????????,???????????
??????,???????????......
After Nature is the very first literary work by W. G.
Sebald, author of Austerlitz After Nature by W.G. Sebald,
author of Austerlitz, is his first literary work and the start
of his highly personal and brilliant writing journey. In this
long prose poem, Sebald introduces many of the themes
that he explores in his subsequent books. Focusing on
the conflict between man and nature, each of the three
distinct parts of After Nature give centre stage to a
different character from a different century - the last
being W.G. Sebald himself. 'A deeply intelligent book,
but also a marvellously warm, exciting and
compassionate one' Andrew Motion 'A début of rare
poetic grandeur' Irish Times 'Astonishing writing. A true
poet at work' Evening Standard 'Graceful, allusive,
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serious, but also immensely readable' Sunday Telegraph
'When you read Sebald you are transported to another
realm' Literary Review W . G. Sebald was born in
Wertach im Allgäu, Germany, in 1944 and died in
December 2001. He studied German language and
literature in Freiburg, Switzerland and Manchester. In
1996 he took up a position as an assistant lecturer at the
University of Manchester and settled permanently in
England in 1970. He was Professor of European
Literature at the University of East Anglia and is the
author of The Emigrants, The Rings of Saturn, Vertigo,
Austerlitz, After Nature, On the Natural History of
Destruction, Campo Santo, Unrecounted, For Years Now
and A Place in the Country. His selected poetry is
published in a volume called Across the Land and the
Water.
Campo SantoModern Library
Though he died in the last decade of the twentieth
century, the satirist, social thinker, memoirist, and
dramatist Elias Canetti lives on into the present.
Testifying to the author’s undeniable cultural “afterlife,”
the essays gathered together here represent a wide
swath of the latest Canetti scholarship. Contributors
examine Canetti’s Jewish identity; the Marxist politics of
his youth; his influence on writers as diverse as
Bachmann, Jelinek, and Sebald; the undiscovered
“poetry” of his literary testament (Nachlass); his status
as a self-cancelling satirist; and his complex and
sometimes ambivalent citation of Chinese and French
cultural icons. In addition, this volume presents a
treatment of Canetti as philosopher; as contributor to the
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great debate on the genesis of violence; as a chronicler
of the WWII exile experience; as well as a personal
reminiscence by one of the great Canetti scholars of our
time, Gerald Stieg. The Worlds of Elias Canetti
challenges conventional wisdom about this Nobel
laureate and opens up new areas to scholarly
investigation. “The Worlds of Elias Canetti convenes
diverse disciplinary perspectives on one of the most
enigmatic and ambidextrous authors of the twentieth
century. An internationally renowned team of scholars
places Canetti’s social thought and literary oeuvre within
intriguing new contexts, highlighting as yet
underexplored connections within areas such as
philosophy, Jewish Studies, cultural anthropology,
literary intertextuality, and beyond. Compellingly, this
volume introduces us to a Canetti we have not yet
known, and one who equally belongs to the twenty-first
century. In its scope and originality, The Worlds of Elias
Canetti sets a new standard—and not just for Canetti
scholarship.” Jochen Vogt, Professor of German
Literature, University of Essen
The masterworks of W. G. Sebald, now in gorgeous new
covers by the famed designer Peter Mendelsund New
Directions is delighted to announce beautiful new
editions of these three classic Sebald novels, including
his two greatest works, The Emigrants and The Rings of
Saturn. All three novels are distinguished by their
translations, every line of which Sebald himself made
pitch-perfect, slaving to carry into English all his essential
elements: the shadows, the lambent fallings-back,
nineteenth-century Germanic undertones, tragic elegiac
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notes, and his unique, quiet wit.
‘Panic’ and ‘mourning’ are two pivotal constructs that
often emerge and interplay under circumstances of
conflict, violence, crisis, and catastrophe, both natural
and man-made. Whereas panic tends to crop up during
the experience of violent events, mourning, on the other
hand, relates to the aftermath of a brutal disruption and
to the way humans try to make sense of it
retrospectively. Conversely, violent events can leave a
thread of panic in their aftermath, while mourning can be
unsettled, interrupted or even refuelled by another
catastrophic incident. From an international and interdisciplinary outlook, this volume wishes to address
questions at the interface of panic and mourning and
their impact on practices in literature, media, and the
arts. Since violent events take place within cultures that
will draw from their traditions, memories and systems of
beliefs in order to process them, the authors of this book
aim precisely at discussing the effects of calamity upon
the cultural structure and the way literary, artistic and
media practices not only reproduce individual and
collective anxieties but also generate knowledge and
reshape the cultural formation within which they emerge.
This book offers an original and informed critique of a
widespread yet often misunderstood condition —
nostalgia, a pervasive human emotion connecting people
across national and historical as well as personal
boundaries. Often seen as merely escapist, nostalgia
also offers solace and self-understanding for those
displaced by the larger movements of our time. Walder
analyses the writings of some of those entangled in the
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aftermath of empire, tracing the hidden connections
underlying their yearnings for a common identity and a
homeland, and their struggles to recover their histories.
Through a series of comparative reflections upon the
representation in literary and related cultural forms of
memory, he shows how admitting the past into the
present through nostalgia enables former colonial or
diasporic subjects to gain a deeper understanding of the
networks of power within which they are caught in the
modern world — and beyond which it may yet be possible
to move. Considering authors as varied as V.S Naipaul,
J.G. Ballard, Doris Lessing, W.G. Sebald, and
Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie, as well as versions of
‘Bushman’ song, Walder pursues the often wayward,
ambiguous paths of nostalgia as it has been represented
beyond, but also within, Europe, so as to identify some of
those processes of communal and individual experience
that constitute the present and, by implication, the future.

"W. G. Sebald was a literary phenomenon: a
German literary scholar working in England, who
took up creative writing out of dissatisfaction with
German post-war letters. Within only a few years, his
unique prose books made him one of the most
celebrated authors of the late twentieth-century.
This...critical introduction...highlights Sebald's double
role as writer and academic. It discusses his oeuvre
in the order in which his works were published in
German in order to offer a deeper understanding of
the original development of his literary
writings"--publisher's website.
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Uses the problem of modernity to explore various
themes in Sebald's work.
Das Vermächtnis von W. G. Sebald. Werke aus dem
Nachlaß des großen Erzählers, der im Dezember
2001 bei einem Autounfall in seiner englischen
Wahlheimat Norwich starb. Im Mittelpunkt stehen
Teile aus jenem großen unvollendeten Prosawerk,
an dem Sebald lange Zeit gearbeitet hat; eine
Spurensuche, die auf einem korsischen Friedhof
ihren Anfang nimmt.
W. G. Sebald's writing has been widely recognized
for its intense, nuanced engagement with the
Holocaust, the Allied bombing of Germany in WWII,
and other episodes of violence throughout history.
Through his inventive use of narrative form and
juxtaposition of image and text, Sebald's work has
offered readers new ways to think about
remembering and representing trauma. In Sebald's
Vision, Carol Jacobs examines the author's prose,
novels, and poems, illuminating the ethical and
aesthetic questions that shaped his remarkable
oeuvre. Through the trope of "vision," Jacobs
explores aspects of Sebald's writing and the way the
author's indirect depiction of events highlights the
ethical imperative of representing history while at the
same time calling into question the possibility of such
representation. Jacobs's lucid readings of Sebald's
work also consider his famous juxtaposition of
images and use of citations to explain his interest in
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the vagaries of perception. Isolating different ideas of
vision in some of his most noted works, including
Rings of Saturn, Austerlitz, and After Nature, as well
as in Sebald's interviews, poetry, art criticism, and
his lecture Air War and Literature, Jacobs introduces
new perspectives for understanding the
distinctiveness of Sebald's work and its profound
moral implications.
W.G. Sebald's books are sui generis hybrids of
fiction, travelogue, autobiography and historical
expos», in which a narrator (both Sebald and not
Sebald) comments on the quick blossoming of
natural wonders and the long deaths that come of
human atrocities. All his narratives are punctuated
with images--murky photographs, architectural plans,
engravings, paintings, newspaper clippings--inserted
into the prose without captions and often without
obvious connection to the words that surround them.
This important volume includes a rare 1993 interview
called "'But the written word is not a true document':
A Conversation with W.G. Sebald about
Photography and Literature," in which Sebald talks
exclusively about his use of photographs. It contains
some of Sebald's most illuminating and poetic
remarks about the topic yet. In it, he discusses
Barthes, the photograph's "appeal," the childhood
image of Kafka, family photographs, and even
images he never used in his writings. In addition,
Searching for Sebald positions Sebald within an artPage 11/23
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historical tradition that begins with the Surrealists,
continues through Joseph Beuys and blossoms in
the recent work of Christian Boltanski and Gerhard
Richter, and tracks his continuing inspiration to
artists such as Tacita Dean and Helen Mirra. An
international roster of artists and scholars unpacks
the intricacies of his unique method. Seventeen
theoretical essays approach Sebald through the
multiple filters of art history (Krauss), film studies
(Kluge), cultural theory (Benjamin), psychoanalysis
(Freud), and especially photographic history and
theory (Barthes, Kracauer), and 17 modern and
contemporary art projects are read through a
Sebaldian filter. If Sebald's artistic output acts as a
touchstone for new critical theory being written on
"post-medium" photographic practices, Seaching for
Sebald suggests a model for new investigations in
the burgeoning field of visual studies.
“W. G. Sebald exemplified the best kind of
cosmopolitan literary intelligence–humane,
digressive, deeply erudite, unassuming and tinged
with melancholy. . . . In [Campo Santo] Sebald
reveals his distinctive tone, as his winding sentences
gradually mingle together curiosity and plangency,
learning and self-revelation. . . . [Readers will] be
rewarded with unexpected illuminations.” –The
Washington Post Book World This final collection of
essays by W. G. Sebald offers profound ruminations
on many themes common to his work–the power of
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memory and personal history, the connections
between images in the arts and life, the presence of
ghosts in places and artifacts. Some of these pieces
pay tribute to the Mediterranean island of Corsica,
weaving elegiacally between past and present,
examining, among other things, the island’s
formative effect on its most famous citizen,
Napoleon. In others, Sebald examines how the
works of Günter Grass and Heinrich Böll reveal “the
grave and lasting deformities in the emotional lives”
of postwar Germans; how Kafka echoes Sebald’s
own interest in spirit presences among mortal
beings; and how literature can be an attempt at
restitution for the injustices of the real world.
Dazzling in its erudition, accessible in its deep
emotion, Campo Santo confirms Sebald’s status as
one of the great modern writers who divined and
expressed the invisible connections that determine
our lives.
Prompted by recent challenges to and debates about
the relative public silence concerning the effects of
the Allied air war over Europe during World War II,
this collection of essays examines literary, visual
(film and photography), and institutional (museums)
representations of the bombing of civilian targets,
predominantly in Germany. The authors examine
narrative strategies of both well-known and relatively
little known works as well as the moral and
ideological presuppositions of the varied
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representations of the depredations of total war. The
introduction and afterword by the editors invite the
readers to expand the contours and historical
context of the debates about the German public
discourse on the bombing war beyond the narrow
confines of perpetrators and victims. The volume will
be of interest to literary scholars, historians, and the
general reading public interested in warfare and its
effects on civilian populations.
Across the Land and the Water is a stunningly
beautiful selection of poetry by W. G. Sebald. Across
the Land and the Water brings together poems from
throughout W. G. Sebald's life as well as additional
works found after his death. Arranged
chronologically, from his student days in the 1960s
to the longer narratives he worked on in the 1980s,
these poems are suffused by the themes which
dominated Sebald's books. Here you will find subtle
vignettes on nature and history, death and memory,
journeys and landscapes, each short piece filled with
insight, sensitivity and brilliance. 'An important book .
. . full of things that are beautiful and fascinating'
Andrew Motion, Guardian 'When you read Sebald
you are transported to another realm. Reading him is
a truly sublime experience' Literary Review
'Gracefully unsettling. The poems invest every
landscape with an archaeologist's sense of the pain,
toil and loss secreted in each layer of soil'
Independent 'One of the most important writers of
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our time' A. S. Byatt 'Delightful' Economist 'Show a
humane and complex intelligence and deserve a
place next to Sebald's prose output' New Statesman
W. G. Sebald was born in Wertach im Allgäu,
Germany, in 1944 and died in December 2001. He
studied German language and literature in Freiburg,
Switzerland and Manchester. In 1996 he took up a
position as an assistant lecturer at the University of
Manchester and settled permanently in England in
1970. He was Professor of European Literature at
the University of East Anglia and is the author of The
Emigrants, The Rings of Saturn, Vertigo, Austerlitz,
After Nature, On the Natural History of Destruction,
Campo Santo, Unrecounted, A Place in the Country.
This book uses the annotations in W.G. Sebald s private
library (held in the Deutsches Literaturarchiv, Marbach)
to construct an interpretation of his prose style as
fundamentally dialectical. Alongside his readings of
writers such as Benjamin, Bernhard, Bassani, and LeviStrauss, it uses in particular Adorno s and Horkheimer s
Dialektik der Aufklarung to help develop a close reading
of Sebald s syntax and narrative structures. The key
concern of Sebald s prose emerges not as the
Holocaust, but rather the dialectical processes of
progress and regression inherent in history. "
"Treating the German railway as both an iconic symbol
of modernity and a crucial social, technological, and
political force, Presner advances a groundbreaking
interpretation of the ways in which mobility is inextricably
linked to German and Jewish visions of modernity.
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Moving beyond the tired model of a failed GermanJewish dialogue, Presner emphasizes the mutual
entanglement of the very categories of German and
Jewish and the many sites of contact and exchange that
occurred between German and Jewish thinkers." "Rather
than a conventional, linear history that culminates in the
tragedy of the Holocaust, Presner produces a cultural
mapping that articulates a much more complex story of
the hopes and catastrophes of mobile modernity. By
focusing on the spaces of encounter emblematically
represented by the overdetermined triangulation of
Germans, Jews, and trains, he introduces a new
genealogy for the study of European and GermanJewish modernity."--Jacket.
The future of fiction is neither global nor national.
Instead, Matthew Hart argues, it is trending
extraterritorial. Extraterritorial spaces fall outside of
national borders but enhance state power. They cut
across geography and history but do not point the way to
a borderless new world. They range from the United
Nations headquarters and international waters to CIA
black sites and the departure zones at international
airports. The political geography of the present, Hart
shows, has come to resemble a patchwork of such
spaces. Hart reveals extraterritoriality’s centrality to
twenty-first-century art and fiction. He shows how
extraterritorial fictions expose the way states construct
“global” space in their own interests. Extraterritorial
novels teach us not to mistake cracks or gradations in
political geography for a crisis of the state. Hart
demonstrates how the unstable character of many
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twenty-first-century aesthetic forms can be traced to the
increasingly extraterritorial nature of contemporary
political geography. Discussing writers such as Margaret
Atwood, J. G. Ballard, Amitav Ghosh, Chang-rae Lee,
Hilary Mantel, and China Miéville, as well as artists like
Hito Steyerl and Mark Wallinger, Hart combines lively
critical readings of contemporary novels with historical
and theoretical discussions about sovereignty,
globalization, cosmopolitanism, and postcolonialism.
Extraterritorial presents a new theory of literature that
explains what happens when dreams of an open,
connected world confront the reality of mobile, elastic,
and tenacious borders.
In Literature for Europe? leading scholars from around
Europe reflect on the role played by literature, and by the
study of literature, in the constant re-negotiation and reconstruction of cultural identities in Europe implied by the
accession to the European Union, in the early years of
the twenty-first century, of fifteen new member states,
with the accession of a number of Balkan states
impending, and Turkey waiting in the wings, while at the
same time transatlantic relations of the EU to the USA
are hotly debated, in politics as in culture, China and
India awake as economic giants, and globalization is
upon us. At the same time, two of the earliest signatories
to the treaties eventually leading to the European Union
rejected a proposal for a European Constitution, and
linguistic, religious, and ethnic dividing lines show even
in some of Europe’s oldest nation states. How do literary
texts, genres, and forms, thinking about them and
teaching them, respond to and shape ongoing processes
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of European self-understanding in our era of
globalization? The volume seeks to answer these
questions by charting key developments in a number of
fields crucial to the emergence of a European common
literary “space”: literature and cultural value systems,
literature and cultural memory, literary history,
translation, the impact of the new media and the
information age on matters of literature and identity, and
the impact of the postcolonial. Literature for Europe? is a
thought-provoking tour d’horizon of cutting-edge
developments in the relationship between literary studies
and “the matter of Europe,” and suggesting an exciting
agenda for literary studies in Europe. It will be of interest
to everyone working in European studies and/or
European literature.
? ???????2013?????? ? ??????2014????????? ????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????? ???????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????
??? ?????? ? ??????????????……?????????????????????
????????????????????????? ??????????????Sarah
Waters? ? ????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????……????????
?????????????Paul Theroux???????The Lower
River????????????The Great Railway Bazaar??? ? ????
??????????????????????????????????????????……?????
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???????????? ??????????????Anthony
Doerr??????????????All the Light We Cannot
See??????????Four Seasons in Rome??????????The
Shell Collector??? ? ?????????????……????????????????
??????????????Madison Smartt Bell???????The Color of
Night????????????All Souls’ Rising??? ? ?????????????
?????????????????????????????????????……??????????
?????? ???????????The Boston Globe? ?
??????????????????????? ??????????Wall Street
Journal? ? ???????????????????????????????????????
????????……??????????????????? ????????????The
New York Times Book Review? ? ????????????????????
??????????New York? ? ????????????……?????????????
??????????????????????? ???????????Chicago
Tribune? ? ???????????????????????????????????????
??……????????????????????????????? ???????????The
Times? ? ???????……???????????????????????????????
?……??????????????? ???????????The Daily Mail? ?
??????????……????????????????????????????????
?????????The Guardian? ?
??????????????……?????……??????????????
??????????The Toronto Star?
?????????????,?????????????????????.
A final compilation of essays by the award-winning late
author of Austerlitz explores the themes of the power of
memory and personal history, the links between images
in the arts and life, and the existence of ghosts in
different places and artifacts. 25,000 first printing.
A masterwork of W. G. Sebald, now with a gorgeous new
cover by the famed designer Peter Mendelsund Perfectly
titled, Vertigo —W.G. Sebald's marvelous first novel — is a
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work that teeters on the edge: compelling, puzzling, and
deeply unsettling. An unnamed narrator, beset by
nervous ailments, journeys accross Europe to Vienna,
Venice, Verona, Riva, and finally to his childhood home
in a small Bavarian village. He is also journeying into the
past. Traveling in the footsteps of Stendhal, Casanova,
and Kafka, the narrator draws the reader, line by line,
into a dizzying web of history, biography, legends,
literature, and — most perilously — memories.
Summary: "W.G. Sebald, frequently mentioned in the same
breath as Franz Kafka and Vladimir Nabokov, is one of the
most important European writers of recent decades. He has
been lauded by such major cultural commentators as Susan
Sontag and Paul Auster, and he has combined wide public
appeal with universal critical acclaim. His work is concerned
with questions of memory, exile, representation, and, above
all else, history. But his approach to history is strikingly
different from conventional historiographical writing on the
one hand, and from the historical novel on the other. His texts
are hybrid in nature, mixing fiction, biography, historiography,
travel-writing and memoir, and incorporating numerous
photographic images. This volume seeks to respond to the
complexities of Sebald?s image of history by presenting
essays by a team of international scholars, all of whom are
acknowledged Sebald experts. It offers a unique and exciting
perspective on the dazzling work of one of the major literary
figures of our times."--Publisher description.
Wie Kriege dargestellt werden, hat Einfluss auf die
Kriegsführung. Das gilt nicht erst für die elektronischen
Waffengänge moderner Zeitrechnung. Mit dem Zweiten
Golfkrieg aber, so eine gängige Lesweise, hat sich die
Wahrnehmung von Kriegen selbst verändert. Was wird
perzipiert, was bleibt außen vor, was geht unter in der Flut an
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Informationen? Nachrichten über Kriege sind immer ungleich
auf Interessenlagen bezogen. In den Blick gerät, was Medien
verbreiten. Andere Kriege existieren in der Realität, aber nicht
im Bewusstsein von Zeitgenossen weltweit. Fiktionale
Verarbeitungen von Kriegen können, anders und intensiver
als die Nachricht, die Gewalt reflektieren, sie einordnen, ihr
Sinn geben oder sie verwerfen. Sie sind Mittel oder Teil der
kriegerischen Strategie und der Propaganda, können aber
ebenso gut Gegenentwürfe anbieten zu den Gräueltaten, die
sie repräsentieren. Weder Fiktionalität oder Information, noch
die Art der medialen Umsetzung stellen, an sich betrachtet,
eine Vorentscheidung dar, wie kritisch oder wie affirmativ
Kriegshandlungen geschildert oder gedeutet werden. Der
vorliegende Band zeigt diese grundsätzliche Ambivalenz in
den großen, epochalen Umbrüchen der Mediendispositive
und den inter- und transmedialen Wandlungen insgesamt. Er
reflektiert sie anhand der Geschichte der Einzelmedien wie
Fotografie und Malerei, Hörspiel, Tageszeitung, Essay,
Internetforum oder Fernsehnachricht, an der Arbeit von PRAgenturen oder in der fiktionalen Verarbeitung etwa im
Comic. Krieg in den Medien bringt zudem Einzelanalysen und
Autorenporträts in den Gattungen Roman, Poetikvorlesung,
Spielfilm, Drama oder politisch-philosophische Theorie.
This volume presents the work of internationally renowned
scholars from Australia, Germany, Italy, South Africa, the UK
and the US. The focus on W.G. Sebald’s writing as that of an
expatriate author offers a fresh and productive approach to
Sebald scholarship. In one way or another, all 28 essays in
this innovative, bi-lingual collection take up the notion of
Sebald’s experience as an expatriate writer: be it in the
analysis of intertextual, transmedial and generic border
crossings, on the “exposure to the other” and the experience
of alterity, on the question of identity construction and
performance, on affinities with other expatriate writers, on the
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recurring topics of “home”, “exile”, “dislocation” and
“migration”, or on the continuing work of “memory” to work
through and to preserve the consciousness of a destructive
past that has informed the childhood as much as the adult lifeworld of the author.
Photography does more than simply represent the world. It
acts in the world, connecting people to form relationships and
shaping relationships to create communities. In this beautiful
book, Margaret Olin explores photography’s ability to “touch”
us through a series of essays that shed new light on
photography’s role in the world. Olin investigates the
publication of photographs in mass media and literature, the
hanging of exhibitions, the posting of photocopied
photographs of lost loved ones in public spaces, and the
intense photographic activity of tourists at their destinations.
She moves from intimate relationships between viewers and
photographs to interactions around larger communities,
analyzing how photography affects the way people handle
cataclysmic events like 9/11. Along the way, she shows us
James VanDerZee’s Harlem funeral portraits, dusts off
Roland Barthes’s family album, takes us into Walker Evans
and James Agee’s photo-text Let Us Now Praise Famous
Men, and logs onto online photo albums. With over one
hundred illustrations, Touching Photographs is an insightful
contribution to the theory of photography, visual studies, and
art history.
This bold intervention into the debate over the memory and
'post-memory' of the Holocaust both scrutinizes recent
academic theories of post-Holocaust trauma and provides a
new reading of literary and architectural memory texts related
to the Holocaust.
A daring new view of Sebald's works and the reading practice
they call forth.
Spooky Technology explores our understanding of the
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invisible technologies in our everyday lives, from objects with
‘intelligence’ to systems in our homes that talk to us (and
each other). The book is an inventory of spooky technologies,
compiled by Carnegie Mellon students reviewing work across
art, design, HCI, psychology, human factors research, and
other fields, that has been done in this field, or adjacent to it,
both historically and more recently, with commentary, essays,
and interviews with creators and artists. We often hear that
the technologies in our everyday lives would appear to be
‘magic’ and potentially terrifying to people in the
past—instantaneous communication with people all over the
world, access to a vast, ever-growing resource of human
knowledge right there in the palm of our hand, objects with
‘intelligence’ that can sense and talk to us (and each other).
But rarely are these ‘otherworldly’ dimensions of
technologies explored in more detail. There is an often
unspoken presumption that the march of progress will
inevitably mean we all adopt new practices, and incorporate
new products and new ways of doing things into our lives—all
cities will become smart cities; all homes will become smart
homes. But these systems have become omnipresent without
our necessarily understanding them. They are not just black
boxes, but invisible: entities in our homes and everyday lives
which work through hidden flows of data, unknown agendas,
imaginary clouds, mysterious sets of rules which we perhaps
dismiss as ‘algorithms’ or even ‘AI’ without really
understanding what that means. On some level, the
superstitions and sense of wonder, and ways of relating to
the unknown and the supernatural (deities, spirits, ghosts)
which humanity has felt in every culture throughout history
have not gone away, but started to become transferred and
transmuted into new forms.
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